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Extended Enterprise = International
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Environmental Factors: Nations’ Regulations
Implications

- Doing it “my way” doesn’t scale
- Hence requires a cooperative ‘team’ approach
- Needs recognition and acceptance by Government Agencies

Inter-Organisation, International Interoperability
Response

Architectures & Standards Focused on Collaboration
Government-industry partnership

Mitigating risks related to...

- compliance; complexity; cost; and IT

...inherent in large scale, multi-national collaborative programmes
TSCP Roadmap towards Secure Collaboration specifications

Asynchronous Collaboration
- Secure Email v1
- Secure Email v1 Extensions
- Secure Email v2
- Secure Email Labeling
- Secure Email v3

Interactive Collaboration
- Document Sharing v1
- Trusted Platform Module
- Document Sharing v2
- Digital Labeling w/ Access Enforcement

Real Time Collaboration
- Web Chat Guard
- Physical PKI Authentication

Steps:
- Trusted Identity
- Document-Level Controls
- Application-Independent Controls
- Dynamic Access Control

Production Demo
Future Capabilities
Innovative Concepts
Questions?